Cargo trailer bed ideas

Making a camper out of a cargo trailer is a great way to get into the RV lifestyle without breaking
the bank. There are many benefits from building your own camper trailer compared to
purchasing a travel trailer. Even an old used travel trailer will probably cost more than a brand
new high-quality box trailer that you can remodel to your exact design. But they often include
expensive solutions for simple problems. Old used travel trailers can often have problems i. The
ongoing cost of maintaining a travel trailer RV will be significantly higher than a conversion box
trailer. Often professional travel trailer manufacturers build to lesser standards than you might
have. They anticipate you will use the travel trailer in an RV Park that will have electric hookup.
When you have electric hookup you can run an electric heater. So not all travel trailers have the
best insulation. If you are building a camper trailer from scratch you can specify the level of
insulation you want. Cargo trailers have straight walls and are easy to insulate. You can put 2 or
3 inches of foam on the walls and 6 inches on the roof. Your super-insulated trailer conversion
will be warm inside without expensive heating systems. Also, with the cargo trailer RV electrical
system, you can build something much better than what comes in commercial caravans. With
your own conversion, you can install a high-spec solar system so you can go off-grid, explore
more remote places, and save money on RV parks. Aluminum cargo trailers are built to last.
They are simple, and even if they do need a repair it will be cheap. If you do the conversion
yourself you will learn how everything works. This will mean you are confident and able to fix
any small issues without paying money for expensive repairs. The whole point of a camper
trailer is to get some freedom. But if going on vacation costs crazy amounts on gas then it
starts to be very restrictive. In a narrower and shorter mini cargo trailer camper, you will be able
to get off the beaten track more easily. Black tanks are a good example. Why would you want to
drive around with tank full of poop in your RV? And force yourself to need to find an RV dump
station to empty it. You remove the cassette every week or 2 and empty it in any restroom toilet.
You can put the whole cassette inside a backpack so nobody even sees what you are doing.
There are better ways to do things that the system that has evolved using black tanks, sewer
hoses and dump stations. Your cargo trailer conversion RV can have the exact setup that you
want and utility trailers come in all shapes and sizes. Commercial RVs also have a tendency to
use fabrics and materials that are not what you would have in your own home. Cheap laminate
wood is used frequently in travel trailers when you build your own cargo trailer camper you can
have the furniture that you want. Why let someone else choose the furniture and the decor of
your own home? While there are some beautiful looking high-end commercial trailers they tend
to have a high-end price too! With a cargo trailer conversion, you have the opportunity to have it
looking exactly how you want it. You can go create a bare-bones budget cabin or a luxury suite
depending on your budget and taste. A lot of people are scared away from doing simple tasks
like wiring up a 12v solar electric system. Also even empty used cargo trailers seem to hold
their value well. There is not much money to be saved by buying second-hand. This will save
you so much money and give you confidence when using your trailer for camping vacations.
Most cargo trailer conversion RVs look like pretty much like plain cargo trailers on the outside
so they attract less attention. If you have any particular sports or hobbies you can design your
conversion cargo trailer to fit your lifestyle and use it as a toy hauler. You could use your cargo
trailer for going kayaking at the weekends and leave the kayaks at home when you go on a
summer vacation. For people that love the outdoors those big barn doors or ramp door that
open fully really bring the outside in. A ramp door can make a perfect deck area. Cargo trailers
are the most versatile RV shell that you can build upon and can be adapted to many uses. Utility
trailers give you all the versatility of a van conversion without the need to trade your vehicle for
a van or to own 2 vehicles. Or man-shed to escape to. This video by Extreme Budget really
outlines why converting your own cargo trailer to a camper is a great idea:. To learn how to turn
a cargo trailer into a camper look no further than these inspiring examples. They insulated the
floor and included wooden struts for support and again the gaps were filled with expanding
foam. On top of that went a half-inch wafer board and some laminate flooring. The walls were
then insulated, and covered with bead-board. It was starting to take shape and work began on
the stud walls. The outdoor kitchen was a great way to insulate the barn-door wall. I will be
perfect for those outdoor cook-ups! On the other side of the kitchen 2 beds were installed as
well as steps to climb to the top bunk. I strongly recommend that you watch the video above.
And they did it all in 4 weeks! He also added solar-powered motion-activated security lights on
the outside. They can be switched off when driving but provide a little extra security. On the
inside, he attached a wastebasket to the inside of the door. This means the bag can be emptied
standing outside with the door open. Brett mounted a inch tv on the inside of the back door.
This means that it can be watched inside or even while sitting outside with a campfire going.
The bed is a futon that can be removed so the trailer can still be used to haul cargo if required.
On the outside, it looks just like a plain white enclosed box trailer. He made sure to get a v-nose

design to improve gas mileage. He painted the underneath of the trailer to protect the wood.
And painted the roof with silver seal to prolong the life of the rood. To save space on the inside
he installed a hidden shower head on the outside so he could shower outside. He also added a
water fill point and a tap to drain the grey water. He loved camping but was tired of putting a
tent up and down. This trailer could be the solution. You can read about their project in full at
Operation: Off The Grid. A Sun-Mar composting toilet was installed that uses no water or
electricity and can go more than 3 months without needing to be emptied. Many people go
through a process of getting rid of possessions when they move into a tiny house. Instead, they
focused on finding a way to fit all their stuff into their tiny home trailer. Like this large
bookshelf. Especially when around a quarter of the trailer was given over to the overflow
storage spaceâ€¦ the garage!! It just goes to show. There are as many different ways to build out
a camper trailer as there are different types of people in the world. Mark converted a beautiful 16
foot cargo trailer into this camper. The trailer is all aluminum so rust will never be a problem.
Mark went for an outdoor kitchen and in a clever move welded the back door upside down so
that it would form an awning. The full family goes on camping trips. Mom and Dad have the
luxury of a full-size bed and the kids prefer the adventure of sleeping outside in tents. As Mark
says on his YouTube channel. It may not be the perfect design for everyone but it works for him
and his family. The main job of a camper is to give you somewhere comfortable and safe to
sleep while on the road. Most of the space inside is taken up by a large comfy looking bed.
Keeping it simple is what the YouTube channel is all about and this camper is fit for purpose!
From plain and simple to the luxury you can build a trailer conversion project just the way you
want it. But wait until you see the inside! Amazing when the result is a beautiful home that you
could live in full-time if you wanted to. They are a really fun couple and their tour is very
informative. This build is one of the best out there. Brian Rogers is a skilled craftsman and
cabinet maker. Firstly, by simply adding larger tires Brian increased the clearance. The floor
covering was just sheet vinyl glued down. Brian also made use of floor space to create a clever
floor storage area. The blue-stained beetle kill pine on the walls is very distinctive and looks
great. You never see that creativity in a commercial travel trailer. These folding hooks from
IKEA are fantastic. When you are in an RV keeping things secure when you drive is a challenge.
The folding hooks look nice and clean and out the way when not in use. His drop-down ceiling
bed is one of the best RV beds that I have ever seen period. In the ceiling, there is a fantastic
vent fan to help keep the trailer fresh and cool. There are 2 sofa beds that flip up against the
wall so that the trailer can still be used to transport cargo. His Bluetooth stereo adds a touch of
luxury and also the folding drop-down ceiling mount for the tv a great way to use space. Brian
added a btu air conditioner in the ceiling which cools the small area of travel trailer effectively.
His kitchen area has a fridge, microwave, stovetop, sink and even a spice rack built into the
wall. The poplar and alder cabinets are stunning. The end result is a cargo trailer conversion
that is equal to a luxury travel trailer but built for a much smaller budget. By using his own skills
and labor he was able to create a luxury travel trailer by converting his box trailer. Bo went for a
cantina in the rear to facilitate outdoors cooking. This means that the trailer can still be used to
haul cargo. It makes sense. If you are going to haul a bike in a trailer why not have an insulated
camper trailer that you can camp and sleep in too. On the outside it looks just like a regular 6 x
12 enclosed utility trailer. And there is an AC unit in the restroom that cools the entire cargo
trailer. Utahiker built a low-cost travel trailer that you can use more than just a few days a year
for a trip to an RV park. If you will be spending a lot of time in your camper then why not get a
big one as Simplebuild did. Simplebuild give a lot of good tips about sealing the floor but so if
you want to hear them go check out their video here. Time is money. If you want to save time
check out these links to learn how to build a camper trailer using a conversion kit. Modern
technology means you can have a fully off-grid home contained in a box with electric power and
high-speed internet access. There are pros and cons of course. A cargo trailer conversion will
get you away from costly RV parks and out into the great outdoors. You can build in as much
luxury as you can imagine or require. Be warned. You might start to wonder if you still need
your house or apartment! This type of outdoor adventure travel can be addictive. Thank you. I
was a homeless vet. My 4 door jeep is my tow vehicle. Hi Craig, I will be doing about the same
thing, only with a 2 door Wrangler with a few modifications. Do you have any major issues with
the short wheelbase? Can you turn a Construction trailer into a livestock trailer? It has a side
door and ramp door in the back. Has anyone built their own enclosure, whether hard or soft
sided, for the ramp end on a cargo trailer? If seen some quick pics but no videos on how they
did it. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Or you can
skip ahead if you are already sold on the idea. Check the ground clearance in this pop-up mini
cargo trailer camper. A big empty space ready to be built-out to your requirement. Prices were
holding up in eBay. Check out this stealthy cargo trailer camper. Watch the sunset from your

own cargo trailer camper patio. He made this from scratch!!? Ron- Reply. Thanks in advance
Reply. Start Blog. Converting a cargo trailer into a camper is a great option for a self-build RV,
you start off with an empty box that usually has square edges. So designing your floor plan and
installing all your fittings is typically easier than when working with a van, and obviously easier
than working with a flat-bed trailer where you still have to build a lot of the structure. This can of
course vary greatly, depending on the interior fixtures you go with and what size and condition
of trailer you start out with. You can use almost any trailer size as a base for your build, but the
sizes most often used for converting into an RV are:. As for height, I recommend a trailer than
has 7 foot of headspace inside to prevent having to crouch and feel cramped. This conversion
is built on a sq. See more here. You can read more about it here. For those who still need to use
their trailer as an actual trailer, this is an interesting design worth considering. The large bed at
the back raises to the roof, and the seating as each side raises up murphy style which leaves a
lot of open floor space for cargo. The seating folds away to the sides and the bed lowers from
the ceiling this time at the near side of the trailer as we look at it. You can find an extensive
photo set of this entire build process here. This is one of the cleanest builds on this page.
Attractive looking inside and out and all made very simple and practical. Take a look at the full
video tour on youtube. This particular closed trailer camper is simple but has a real luxury feel
to it, and is probably my favorite from this page. Check it out on youtube here. Create a bed and
cabinets that can be removed to use the trailer as a regular hauler, but can easily be packed up
as a camper again for weekend trips. You can follow along with the build above on instagram.
This 7 x 16 cargo trailer was transformed into a very modern and stylish camper over the course
of about 18 months. There are some nice touches inside like the dining area furnishings that
can slide into different arrangements and fold out of the way. If you are thinking about a cargo
trailer conversion, this page should give you some ideas. Cost to Build This can of course vary
greatly, depending on the interior fixtures you go with and what size and condition of trailer you
start out with. Author Recent Posts. Gary Michaels. After traveling Europe for a year in a
self-built van conversion, Gary took his adventures through Asia to experience new cultures
and the 'digital nomad' lifestyle. Latest posts by Gary Michaels see all. Discussion in ' The
Garage ' started by chasesdad , Apr 1, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Joined: Sep 5,
Oddometer: Location: the armpit of america -so. Would love to see everyones ideas on what
they did to their enclosed bike trailer to be able to camp overnight. Bed, cots, sinks , how did u
set yours up? HuckFarley , Apr 18, I've been setting up a 6x12 over the past few weeks. I painted
the floor and ramp with porch paint from Lowe's which has some sand in it for traction. A friend
gave me 2 12"x32" kitchen cabinets which cleaned up really nice with furniture polish. I
mounted them high and sideways. I started looking at cots, but found none of them
comfortable. From a trailer supply store I bought 6 stud holders which mount into the side
e-track and hold a 2x4 across the width of the trailer. I had a sheet of plywood cut to fit across
the studs for a platform. Another friend supplied some foam from an outdoor sign crate. Just
trying it out it is super comfortable, I'm 5'9" and that's the exact width of the platform, so If
you're really tall this might not be for you. When not in use the plywood and foam straps to the
wall. All my other equipment, grill,stove,lantern, table is portable and set up outside under an
EZ Up tarp. JPG File size: Joined: Apr 24, Oddometer: 1, Location: Iowa. Heated with a wall
hanging propane stove. Will haul bikes and sleep 8. Shuffler , Apr 18, I have a 6x12 enclosed
trailer Don't have any pics at the moment Smuggy is down Midnightventure , Apr 18, I have a 6x
My ramp slides into a frame for a slightly raised bed frame. When pulling with a bike in the
trailer the ramp is fastened to the wall. Use a full size foam mattress about 6" thick. Very
comfortable. Originally my wife didn't think she could ride long distances but we now have a
Russell Day Long saddle and she can ride all day so the trailer hasn't been used for anything
but helping people move for several years. ADV Sponsors. I put a full length awning on the
curbside of mine , a table that mounts rigid to the side from the side door to the back , thats
where my kitchen sets up. I have a 50 gallon water tank in the front and a steel cabinet for all my
kitchen supply's. Set up and teardown take a few hours each time but I rarely set up for less
than a week so its worth it. I carry two cots that I set up when needed I have a propane fired hot
water heater that hangs on the back wall , a couple pieces of rebar and a blue tarp and I have a
hot shower. I spread my electric blanket and fold the other half over my sleeping bag and sleep
like a bug in a rug. Everything packs inside with my two KTM's for traveling and unpacks for
party time. I have a small freezer for extended stays , a portable fire pit made from a big truck
wheel plenty of chairs and portable tables , Cooking equip capable of anything you want from
Deep Fried turkey to Crawfish Etouffe and a full bar including top shelf margaritas. Its a 6x14
with swinging doors on the rear and a folding steel ramp. The back is sealed up while camping ,
cots are length ways on both sides at the back with a full width shelf across the back three feet
of the trailer above the cots for all our plunder. We eat like pigs , drink like fish , and sleep damn

good with all the comforts of home and then some. I have a portable AC but have never used it ,
camping in the summer sucks. I run on 12 volt with a built in battery and a 45 watt solar panel
that folds up on the opposite side from the door or power whatever is available. Just a tought,
you could get locked in by anyone, right? PunkinHead , Apr 18, Snow 1. Flashmo , Apr 20,
Laconic , Apr 21, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I
wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? With just a simple plan and your basic tools
you can transform it into a full functional enclosed cargo trailer to suit all your basic needs,
assuming you are not a full time RV extremist. Pre-made trailer made by the RV industry are
keen on the eye, but they lack efficiency and overall are not really good camping machines. The
reason for this is that their buyers mainly consist of regular campers and not serious
outdoorsman. With a range variety in color schemes and excess appliances this results in an
overly priced camping retreat. The do-it-yourself approach would not only save you money, but
it will make your camp a lot more simpler, easy to repair and the lighter weight of the camp will
give you the flexibility of towing it with your regular pick up track or van and the opportunity to
camp in a wider variety of locations. Another advantage over the travel trailers is the rather low
ground clearance of the caravans which will obstructs you from towing it on to any beaten up
path. By installing a straight axel and switching to bigger wheels you increase the clearance of
the trailer. Beside replacing the regular door with an RV one, push out windows are highly
recommended, considering the fact that you are probably going to be spending mor
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e time cooking inside than outdoors. Adding a couple of layers of insulation panels should be
your next step because in the winter it keeps the heat in and in the summer it keeps it out. Using
a composite toilet is ideal, meaning you can stay out as long as your water supply lasts. The
plumbing should also be addressed by a professional. All the windows should be push out from
the inside in case of a fire consider adding a smoke detector and carbon monoxide monitor.
Write your comment here. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by
email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Benefits of converting Pre-made trailer made by the RV industry are keen on the eye, but they
lack efficiency and overall are not really good camping machines. Do it yourself? Cargo Trailer
Conversion Ideas. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Can you tell me the supplier for the
brackets thatsupport the bed rails. Any input would be appreciated.

